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Our first game in the County Cup, and a trip down to 
Berrow to play a team in the Woodspring League.  
Andy was arriving back in Britain having been on 
holiday, but was planning to get there as quickly as 
possible, Tony taking charge as we found ourselves 
taking detours through major Berrow diversions!  As it 
was the County Cup, it meant that any player 
registered for Frys could play, so Jordan and Charlie 
from the Wanderers came along, and finally Boxey 
was back.  Joe was still injured so we had 14 players 
to choose from. 
 
The line-up was: 
 

Harry 
 

Ben     Jack     Jay     Joel 
 

Lewis     Sam     Del     Tom 
 

Boxey     Lore 
 

Substitutes: Charlie, Jordan & Max 
 
From a corner, Boxey took the ball on and shot, but 
the ‘keeper saved.  Tom then played the ball down the 
line for Del, and he shot, but unfortunately wide.  Lewis 
then played the ball into Boxey who spun quickly and 
played Ben in, but he screwed his shot wide.  Berrow 
had a free kick which Sam hit for Lore, he found Ben 
and he played in Boxey, but it was just too far ahead of 
him.  Ben won the ball and got it to Boxey, and he 
played Tom wide for a shot, but the ‘keeper saved.  A 
corner in was headed at goal by Jack, but cleared for 
Boxey to set up Ben, but his shot was wide. 
 

HALF-TIME: BERROW    0    FRYS   0 
 
We pushed Jack into midfield and went three at the 
back in an effort to force the situation.  Boxey pounced 

on the ball in the middle, took a deft touch past two 
players and shot, but the ‘keeper dived well to make 
the save.  The Berrow ‘keeper took a poor kick which 
Tom won and struck first time, but the ‘keeper 
gathered it safely.  Sam played it wide to Jack, and his 
ball into the middle found Boxey to shoot, and it didn’t 
seem that hard, but it bobbled as it travelled and must 
have done enough as the ‘keeper was unable to save 
it 0-1.  From a cleared corner, Max touched it to Boxey 
who beat the defender and crossed to where three of 
ours were running in.  It came to del of the three to 
power in to the box, and he was brought down, Jack 
stepping up to bury it 0-2.  A corner was swung to the 
back post, Lore returned it to the  middle and Ben shot, 
but somehow the ‘keeper saved it, then Lore swung at 
it and missed, Del followed in and made sure 0-3.  
Jack strode clear of the crowd and found Lore, but his 
near post shot was saved.  Sam attacked down the 
wing and crossed and Jordan clipped it back to the 
middle, but Tom’s shot was saved.  Del then hit a free-
kick to the back post, but it was just too high for Jordan 
as he ghosted in behind everyone.  A ball passed 
through them fell to Lore to shoot but it was saved to 
Lewis, and he shot, and again saved, and as he 
chased the rebound the ‘keeper just got there. 
 

FULL-TIME: BERROW    0    FRYS   3 
 

Man of the Match – Chosen by Andy for excellent 
play and effort – Jack 

 

Afterthoughts………………………………………………… 
This was a game that we totally dominated, but our 
final ball was too often astray, so we didn’t take the 
numerous chances that came our way, meaning that 
until we scored with 20 to go, Berrow still felt they 
were in it and gave us nervous moments.  After the 
goal though, I don’t think they had any more 
attacks, and there was only going to be one winner.  
It was good to see Boxey back, and he offered us 
something different which made it so much more 
harder for the defenders with Lore and Del to also 
contend with.  Safely through, and hopefully a home 
tie next time!  Well done also to Jordan & Charlie. 


